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Abstract

We propose two distributed optimization heurisitics for object
placement in a distributed environment, and evaluate the commu-
nication cost incurred by several object placement strategies in the
context of distributed First Person Shooter multiplayer games. We
show that our heurisitics do as well or better than placement strate-
gies that place objects statically or partition objects based on game
region, achieving relatively low communication cost, even load dis-
tribution, and a lower migration frequency. Our estimates show that
such a system could be used on servers with symmetric 1.5Mbps
links and would incur a global communication cost of less than 3
times that of using a single server.

1 Introduction

In the past decade there has been an explosion in the popularity
of online multiplayer games. However, most of these games are
still designed using a client-server model, with only ad hoc tech-
niques for distributing responsibility (for example, splitting the vir-
tual world into “realms” or “zones”). Moreover, there has been little
formal analysis or evaluation of the scalability of alternate solu-
tions.

We evaluate methods for scaling a particular genre of games called
First Person Shooters (FPS). FPS games are unique in that their
game state is highly dynamic and state updates must be propagated
in a timely manner. Moreover, due to the high cost these constraints
impose on servers, the typical FPS still only supports 16-32 players
per game. We choose this genre to demonstrate the utility of our
placement strategies even in a tightly constrained game model.

The dominant model for provisioning servers in an FPS is to allow
individuals and small organizations (e.g., “clans”) to run servers
independently. This model has several nice properties: the cost for
provisioning is distributed among participants, and these servers are
more likely to have good connectivity and sufficient capacity than
clients. For example, CounterStrike [6], a game originally devel-
oped by players themselves, has an estimated 35,000 servers de-
ployed [7]. However, while the number of servers is usually plen-
tiful, load (e.g. the number of players on each server) is almost al-
ways significantly imbalanced because clients participating in the
same game must play on the same server. Examining game servers
for several FPS games shows that for many games, over 60% of
the servers haveno load, while a non-trivial fraction are near or at
capacity.

We would like to harness these free resources by distributing a sin-
gle game over multiple servers, allowing a fairer allocation of re-
sources and much larger scale games to play out. However, there
is currently no model forobject placementin such a system. This

paper evaluates several object placement strategies for a distributed
FPS game.

2 System Design

The goal of our system is to provide a framework for distributing
game objects across servers. This framework serves as an inter-
face for traditional game server logic but transparently optimizes
the placement of objects in the distributed system.

2.1 Game Server Logic

An FPS game server like Quake 2 is implemented as a discrete
event loop (each iteration of which is called aframe) which pro-
cesses the actions and interactions of the objects it maintains (such
as client commands, physics, etc.); we call this set of objects theob-
ject store. We assume that the server logic is agnostic to its history
of operations and cares only about the current contents of its object
store (persistent state is only saved in objects managed by the store)
and some immutable static state (e.g., the map); hence the actions
executed are defined solely in terms of the current contents of the
store.

Thus, we can divide the objects in the store among multiple servers,
as long as each server has all the objects required to execute the
objects it owns. This can be approximated since an object is only
interestedin some region of the game space (for example, its visi-
ble region) and can not be affected by objects outside that region.
Nonetheless, there will always be objects which need to be in mul-
tiple partitions (such as when a player is in a hallway between two
larger groups of players). In this case, the object can be assigned to
one of the servers, while other just maintains a copy (see Section 2.3
for details).

Our framework intelligently manages the object store, optimizing
the placement of objects in the system with these constraints in
mind. Because a server cares only about the objects in its store in a
given frame, we can do this optimization with only one additional
piece of information: asubscriptiondescribing the portion of the
game space in which each object is interested. This will typically
fall out automatically from game semantics (e.g., a bounding box
in 3D space, or, in the case of Quake 2, the set of BSP tree nodes
that are potentially visible).

2.2 Communication Architecture

To support dissemination of information between objects on differ-
ent nodes, we utilize a distributedpublish-subscribesystem, such
as Mercury [4]. In such a system, nodes specify a set of subscrip-
tions to indicate their interests. Nodes disseminate updates via pub-
lications, which are matched with subscriptions and routed to the
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interested parties. Our heuristics will function on any such system,
but for our evaluation, we assume arendezvous-pointbased system
like Mercury because of its scalability properties. In such a sys-
tem, publications and subscriptions are routed to an independent
rendezvous-point where they are matched.

2.3 Object Model

Dynamic game objects (players, missiles, items, etc.) have apri-
marycopy located on a single node which is responsible to serial-
izing updates for that object. Remote updates (by objects residing
on other servers) are sent directly to the node on which the primary
is residing. For flexibility, ordering and application of updates, both
at primaries and replicas, is done in an application specific manner
(see Section 2.6). Though remote updates are possible, most up-
dates to an object in a game are made by “itself” (e.g. movement).

Clients: When an object represents a player (e.g., the entity that
player controls), a client-connection is associated with that object.
A clients only send commands (e.g. the equivalent of keystrokes) to
control the object and does not modify its state directly.

Replicas: A node obtains a replica of an object when it subscribes
to a space containing it. The primary occasionally sends out updates
to its state as publications to synchronize replica state. The state re-
quired for representing a replica is small, and it is often possible
to senddeltasof the state rather than complete snapshots (e.g., in
current games, replica state is sent from the server to clients; delta
sizes in Quake 2, for example, are on average 16 bytes per 100ms
for player objects). Hence, it is possible to send publications rela-
tively often (on the order of 10 or 20 times a second). This is es-
pecially important in FPS games where low latency observation is
critical for playability. For scalability in a distributed environment,
replicas are maintained as soft-state; when a node does not receive
an update for a replica for a fixed period of time, it is discarded.

Object Location: A node must obtain the location of a primary
to be able to update it. Since only objects that are interested in a
primary can update it, we piggy back the current location of an
object in publications, so servers will obtain the a pointer to the
primary location when they obtain a replica through subscription.

2.4 Object Structure

Each node maintains a set of primaryObjects, a set of replica
Objects, and a list of other servers it knows about (along
with load statistics). Because our object placement heuristics de-
pend on inferredinterests between objects, we also maintain
InterestLinks between objects which form aninterest graph
(i.e., relations between objects which indicate that one is interested
in receiving information about the other).

Servers keep the following information about eachObject:

type: indicates primary or replica status.
properties: application specific fields (health, ammo, etc.).
subscriptions: the space(s) of interest.
node: where the primary resides.
interests: objects we are interested in.

EachInterest in interests comprises:

object: the object that the interest describes.
start time: the time we became interested in this object.

Object {
ModifySubscription(new_sub);
value GetProperty(key);
ModifyProperty(key, value, type);
virtual ReceiveUpdate(update_delta) = 0;

}

Figure 1: Game object interface.

end time: the time we stopped being interested in this object.

We obtain interests by examining replicas on our node (we can de-
termine if a replica is in a primary’s subscribed space). This can be
done whenever a publication for an object is received. In practice,
updating the interest graph is only required immediately proceed-
ing the optimization heuristics, since we care only about the most
recent information. Interests also tell us when replicas are stale and
can be discarded.

2.5 Publication and Subscription Model

We piggy back several pieces of information on publications so that
subscribers can make informed decisions about object migration
and learn about servers in a low overhead manner:

node: where the primary for this object resides.
load stats: Bandwidth load and capacity for the primary’s node.

Subscription state is soft so objects must periodically resubcribe
to their interests. For simplicity, we assume in our evaluation that
each object will make a subscription and a publication each frame.
In practice this may not be required in all cases (e.g. some objects
that are not highly dynamic, like items, can afford to refresh their
replica state less frequently). However, this gives us a good upper
bound on resources required for near perfect synchronization (e.g.
close to that achieved by servers and clients in current client-server
architectures).

2.6 Game Interface

The framework exports an object store interface to the game appli-
cation. We only require that game objects adhere to the interface
shown in Figure 1 for making state changes.

GetProperty, ModifyProperty, and
ModifySubscription are implemented by our frame-
work to properly send publications and subscriptions on object
state changes. Thetype argument to ModifyProperty
determines whether the change should be reflectedGLOBALLY or
only LOCALLY; this allows servers to tentatively predict changes
to replicas, similar to how clients of gamesdead-reckon[18] state
changes to avoid delay in object motion, etc.

TheReceiveUpdate method is application defined so that it can
do update reordering or conflict resolution (for remote updates) if
it desires. A simple policy that we believe to be sufficient for most
games is first-writer-wins, since client-server interactions behave
this way in current architectures.
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3 Object Placement Strategies

We explore 3 strategies for placing objects:static placement,
region-based placement, andload-balanced placement.

3.1 Static Placement

The most obvious strategy for placing objects is to assign each to a
server when they are created (e.g. when a player joins a game) and
then leave it there for the remainder of the game. If assignments
are initially random, then we expect this to balance the number of
objects across servers fairly well. However, we expect this strategy
to incur a high publication cost between servers, since objects are
likely to be interested in many remote objects.

3.2 Region-based Placement

The primary strategy employed in Massively Multiplayer Role
Playing Games (MMORPGs) is to assign a region of the game
world to each server and place objects on a server if the object is in
that region. If regions are partitioned intelligently, such that objects
in one region are not likely to have interests in objects which are
in another, then we expect update messages between servers to be
minimal. However, objects will move between regions much more
frequently in an FPS game, so we expect migration traffic will be
high. In addition, regions which are more popular than others will
receive increased load, leading to imbalance.

3.3 Load-Balanced Placement

Ideally, we would like to cluster each mutually interested group of
objects on a single server, regardless of location or initial server. We
describe a strategy that attempts to do that.

Cost Model: For now, assume that each node has capacitiesC(in)
andC(out), all objects represent players, and all objects incur iden-
tical costs (we overcome these assumptions below). To simply our
model, we denote the cost of an object as a single variable (we
expect communication cost to dominate as it is the bottleneck in
current game servers). Denote the inbound and outbound costs of
a primary aslp(in) and lp(out), respectively, and the costs of a
replica aslr(in) andlr(out).

Each primaryo must maintain a client connection, maintain its sub-
scription, send publications toR rendezvous points(assuming the
publish-subscribe model in Mercury), and possibly receive opera-
tions (delta updates) from those subscribed to it. Because we expect
objects to be mutually interested in each other (if you are in my
“area” then I am in your “area”), the primary’s host can approxi-
mate the set of nodes that are interested ino; call thisNo. Hence,
we estimate that

lp(in) = clientout + |No| · |delta| · delta rate, (1)

lp(out) = clientin + R · |pub| · pub rate + |sub| · sub rate.

(2)

Similarly, each replica must receive state updates routed to it from
the primary and possibly send occasional operations to update the
primary. Hence, we estimate that

lr(in) = |pub| · pub rate, (3)

lr(out) = |delta| · delta rate. (4)

In practice,|delta| and delta rate is so small relative to other
costs, that we ignore it in load prediction.

For the constraints we enumerate in the remainder of this section
we denote capacity, primary, and replica costs asC, lp, andlr, re-
spectively, but what we really mean is that the constraints must hold
for both thein andout versions.

Clustering: Given a set of primaries and their interests on a noden,
n must decide whether it would be beneficial to migrate a primary
o to another nodem. Let Io(k) be the set of objectso is interested
in that reside on nodek. We will answer positively if|Io(m)| >

|Io(n)| andL(m), the load on nodem, satisfies

L(m) ≤ Lhighwater − (lp + lr · |Io(N − {m})| + α), (5)

whereIo(N −{m}) is the set of all objectso is interested in not on
nodem andα is a fudge factor.1 Lhighwater is a high water mark
for the target node; we do not want to bring the node all the way
up to capacity so that it is able to absorbed sudden bursts in traffic.
Intuitively, this means we migrate an object if moving it reduces the
number of off-node objects it is interested in and it will not overload
the node we move it to.

A problem with this formulation is that interests change over time
so it may not be accurate to examine interests at a particular instant.
To account for dynamic interests, we redefineIo(·) to be the set
of objectso has been interested in for> Tstable milliseconds (in-
cluding brief durations whereo is not interested in the object). This
approximates thestableinterests ofo (with the assumption that the
recent past is a good predictor of the future). We give two informal
reasons why this is expected to work: if two players are fighting
each other (or with each other, in a team game), they will usually
“follow each other around”; if many players hang out in a region,
this will capture that interestif they hang out in that region long
enough for it to matter (it may just be a transient “passing through”
point). We force objects to rebuild their interests after migration to
avoid frequent movement of the same object.

One possible improvement on this algorithm is to consider pri-
maries as groups, rather than one at a time. By considering more
objects at the same time, we can better determine global relation-
ship partitions; however, this is computationally more expensive
(there are

(

n

k

)

k-sized groups to consider if there aren primaries
on a node), and it will be more difficult to “fit” groups onto other
nodes if they are somewhat near capacity.

Load Shedding: This algorithm should function well so long as
nodes are not close to capacity, because then they will always be
able to accept object migrations that reduce global load. To keep
load low, each node will try to evict primaries when load grows
above a certain high water markLhighwater < C. To decide which
primaries to evict, the node will first determine theconnected com-
ponentsof its primaries based on the graph formed by their interests
(this is can be done simply using depth first search inO(V + E)
time for a graphG(V, E)). Let the set of objects in such a compo-
nentq beOq; we can migrate these objects to a nodem if

L(m) < Llowwater − (lp · |Oq| + lr · |IOq
(N)| + α), (6)

1Since this is already a conservatively high estimate of the mod-
ified load — the target node may already be subscribed to some
of the |Io(N − {m})| replicas — we setα to 0 in our evaluation,
though it is not clear that it would always be beneficial to do so.
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whereIOq
(N) is the set of all interests ofOq (excluding objects in

Oq itself).Llowwater ≤ Lhighwater is a second load threshold; the
distance between low and high water marks determines how likely
our optimization heuristic will cause oscillation. A small distance
means that offloading a component to a node will likely push it
over its high water mark, causing it to run this offloading heuristic
itself. However, a very large distance means that load may be highly
imbalanced since servers are stable and do not attempt offloading in
this range. Because they maintainno interests on the current node,
moving a connected cluster of objects is guaranteed to reduce or
maintain global load (with the assumption of stable interests).

It is possible that there is only ever one large connected compo-
nent per node, in which case partitioning is not possible. In extreme
cases it might be worthwhile to run more expensive algorithms such
as MIN-CUT to try to partition the interest graph. However we be-
lieve that in an FPS game, all such objects are unlikely to be mutu-
ally interested for long (since, for example, if so many players are
in the same region, a lot of them will either move away or die very
quickly and re-spawn elsewhere).

So far we have assumed that objects only learn of other servers
through information piggybacked on publications. In this case, it is
unlikely that lightly loaded servers in the system will be discovered
by heavily loaded ones (since, for example, a server with no load
will never exchange any publications). In load shedding, we use
the underlying publish-subscribe layer to match up lightly loaded
servers with heavily loaded ones. When a server’s load drops below
the low water mark it publishes itself as a candidate for migration;
when a server’s load grows above the high water mark, it subscribes
to these publications. Instead of multicasting these publications to
all subscribers, the rendevous point anycasts each publication to one
subscriber so pairwise matches are made.

Details: We assumed that node capacity and object load was static
and homogeneous. It is not difficult to see that we can extend our
algorithm to deal with dynamic, heterogeneous capacity and load
by weighting individual variables. In practice, [10] found that the
rate of FPS game traffic is very predictable because game logic de-
terministically floods updates every 100ms, so static estimates are
probably good enough.

There will be non-player objects in the game world (e.g., doors,
items, etc.). These do not incur client communication costs and
we conjecture are relatively light-weight computationally as well;
hence for these objects, we simply removeclientin andclientout

from Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 and adjust|pub| and|delta| accord-
ingly. We also require different values forTstable for different ob-
ject types since some objects (e.g., missiles) only for a short period
of time and may never form stable interests.

When new objects are created, we must decide where to create
them. We assume players initially connect to some server which
they discover through out-of-band means; their object will be cre-
ated there. All other objects that are dynamically generated (like
rockets fired from a player’s entity) are associated with anorigin
object and are created on the same node as the origin.

4 Implementation

To evaluate our object placement strategy we implemented the ob-
ject store framework described in Section 2. However, because it

would be difficult to implement and evaluate a real game on our
system, we instead use a trace driven application. In addition, in
order to run controlled experiments, we run the servers on a dis-
crete event based simulated protocol layer. This simulation makes
the following assumptions for tractability:

Fixed Routing Cost: The simulator is agnostic to the underlying
publish-subscribe system; i.e., we do not model routing details of
publications and subscriptions. Load balancing of publication rout-
ing is be optimized by the routing layer (i.e., Mercury [4]), so we
optimistically assume routing load is equally shared by all servers
in the system.

No Propagation Latency: We ignore latency of propagating update
and subscription messages. Delay of messages can affect decisions
made by entities in the simulation. However, because our trace is
based on a sequential play out of a game, we can not model these
changes without modifying the trace. We defer study of inconsis-
tency due to delay for another time.

Propagation latency also may effect the convergence properties of
our heuristics since oscillations are more likely with stale informa-
tion. However, we only perform our heuristics on a periodic basis
even in simulation so the information it uses is not perfectly up to
date (it is up to two frames or 200ms out of date, which is a reason-
able bound on delay; higher latency would imply that the game is
unplayable anyway).

No Contention or Message Loss: We ignore precise details about
server execution speed, cross traffic, queuing delay, message loss,
etc. These are details are better measured by real implementation.

In addition, because we assume no message loss or propagation
latency, we have not yet implemented a full migration protocol.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Setup

This section describes the workload we used to evaluate our imple-
mentation and the parameters we used in our experiments.

5.1.1 Workload

In order to obtain workload data from a multiplayer FPS game we
modified Quake 2 [20], a popular FPS game during its prime. We
had two goals in modifying Quake 2: the first was to run a match
with 128 bots (automated players) in a large game environment,
and the second was to instrument Quake 2 to tell us where these
bots were located, and what they were doing during each frame.

For each object we log the following each frame: the current frame
number, the object’s numeric ID, the object’s location, the set of
objects visible to the object (the interest set) and the set of loca-
tions of the interest set (the subscription set). We also log object
creations, deletions, and inter-object modifications (e.g. a missile
hitting a player).

We classify objects into three categories: players, which are mobile
and persistent, items, which are immobile but usually persistent,
and missiles, which are highly mobile but exist for a very short
time. We filter out or recategorized environmental entities (such as
lights, platforms, doors, rotating gears, etc.) because their state is
either static (in the case of lights), or because their behavior is the
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Workload Trace Statistics

Number of bots 128
Number of frames 9000
Game time 15 minutes
Map city64
Total number of objects 793
Avg. number of subscriptions by players 12.51

by items 14.83
by missiles 21.56

Avg. number of interests by players 16.61
by items 18.13
by missiles 29.87

Table 1: Summary statistics of our 128 player botmatch.
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Figure 2: Inverted CDF of interest lengths.

same as items.

A summary of the trace is presented in Table 1. Note that missiles
have a higher number of subscriptions and interests than any other
class because they quickly travel through a large number of regions
during their lifetime, and their interests are not discarded until after
they have expired.

Figure 2 shows the inverted cumulative distribution of interest
lengths over 40 seconds (400 frames). The probability that any ob-
ject will be interested in a missile after 3 seconds is zero because
the missile does not exist for longer. After 20 seconds items have
the highest chance of being in the interest set of other objects. This
is probably due to the immobility of items. There is less than 20%
chance that one player will be interested in another player for more
than 15 seconds. This suggests that bots do not generally chase oth-
ers around for long periods of time.

Hence, interests in Quake 2 arehighly dynamic, and this workload
should stress our object placement strategies.

5.1.2 Message Cost Estimation

We estimated fixed sizes for different message types using Quake
2 as a guide (shown in Table 2). Publications are estimated to be 4
times the average size of object state sent to clients each frame.

type pub size(B) sub size(B) migrate size(B)
player 64 4S 741+4S

item 16 4S 25+4S

missile 64 4S 41+4S

Table 2: Estimated cost of messages.S is the number of subscrip-
tions currently held by the object.

We inflate the size because we expect modern games to require
more state, and because servers may want to maintain higher fi-
delity replicas (e.g. a critical component of state exchange is extra
information used for local prediction, like an object’s velocity). An
objects expresses interest using the BSP tree nodes [11] in itspo-
tentially visible set(PVS), each of which is an integer value. This
is the most strait forward mechanism to express subscriptions in an
FPS, since the map is partitioned using a BSP tree and the PVS is
already precalculated. Objects publish themselves and send a sub-
scription every frame (100ms). In practice, this is not required since
state may not change every frame and some objects (e.g. items or
objects that are “far away”) do not require timely high fidelity up-
dates. However, this gives us an estimate of the cost in an untuned
application.

A remote update is generally 8 bytes plus protocol overhead (15
bytes total) because the update is almost always a missile impacting
a player (modifying its health value) or a player picking up an item
(toggling a flag on the item).

Costs for migrating objects are estimated as follows: For players,
we use the size of the client and entity state structures (minus vari-
ables which were clearly used for scratch results, only used on the
client, or function pointers and constants). For items and missiles,
we estimated the required state by hand because most of the data
structure used to represent them is irrelevant (Quake 2 uses the same
data structure for all object types). In addition, we add overhead for
these messages.

We do not add IP or transport layer overhead to our measurements
because in a real implementation, all the messages between two
servers sent within a frame period would be delayed and aggregated
together (it is unlikely that all of them exceed 1500 bytes). Since
we only use 10 servers in our simulation, the maximum possible
UDP/IP overhead per server is2×10×28B

100ms = 5.6KBps2 and would
not impact our relative results.

We estimate inbound and outbound bandwidth from each client as
constant rates of 3KBps and 4KBps respectively from measure-
ments in [10]. We assume routing load (cost of forwarding pub-
lications and subscriptions) is equally shared among all servers.

5.1.3 Simulated Environment

We simulate 10 servers and assume that all players in the game
can be served equally well by any of the 10. Though we did not
explicitly cap server capacity, we found that this setup could be
supported with symmetric 1.5Mbps links (which is admittedly an
optimistic assumption for outbound bandwidth in the United States,
but not completely unrealistic in the future).

2The factor of 2 is for being a routing hop.
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type Tstable (ms) Tdiscard (ms)
player 1500 2000
item 1500 3000
missile never always

Table 3: Stability and discard values for objects.

Unless otherwise stated, for the load balanced strategy, we used
high and low water marks of 140KBps and 90KBps (excluding
routing cost), respectively, and considered migrating each object
(i.e., ran our heuristics) once every second. Servers estimate their
bandwidth usage by using a bucketized 1 second moving window.
Based on workload statistics (see Section 5.1.1), we estimate the
Tstable values for each object type, in addition to the amount of
time before stale interests and replicas are discarded (see Table 3).
We never keep objects’ interests in missiles since they never exist
for more than 2 or 3 seconds.

We simulate the static placement policy by intially placing objects
on servers intelligently to balance the client load. Other intial ob-
jects are assigned randomly.

We simulate a region-based placement policy by “learning” clus-
ters of BSP tree nodes from the trace (which lists all the potentially
visible nodes for each object position during the game). Briefly, we
chose several initial disjoint clusters and then grew them by greed-
ily adding nodes in subscriptions that overlapped existing clusters;
the clusters were then assigned to servers in a load balanced fash-
ion.3 We believe this is a relatively good partitioning of regions
since it reduced the migration frequency by a factor of 5 compared
to a random assignment of BSP tree nodes.

5.2 Results

We simulated the execution of the Quake 2 trace using each of the
object placement policies. This section evaluates how well each
policy estimates dynamic object interests in an actual playout, and
approximates the costs of each policy if the game were actually
played on a distributed architecture. We use two primary metrics
to evaluate the strategies: communication cost and migration fre-
quency.

5.2.1 Instantaneous Communication Cost

This metric demonstrates how well each strategy manages load at
any given point in time. In addition, it shows the impact of dynamic
communication patterns such as bursty traffic.

Figure 3(a) shows the average bandwidth used by servers for each
500ms time period during the trace. It is clear that the static place-
ment fares the poorest, using almost double the bandwidth as the
region-based and load balanced policies. This is in line with our
hypothesis that a static placement would be expensive due to large
numbers of remote interests (resulting in many exchanges of pub-
lications). The region-based and load balanced lines are similarly

3The minimum and maximum number of nodes per server dif-
fered by about a factor of 2; though this does not translate into how
“large” a region is — a BSP tree node is just half of a space parti-
tion.

centered, though it appears the region-based average is more stable
over time. This is to be expected, since the population size of a par-
ticular region in the map is likely to remain stable over time (e.g.
only a finite number of players will “fit” comfortably in a region),
while the load balanced policy does not necessarily heed region
boundaries. Nevertheless, we see that workload dynamics cause
bursts in traffic for all three policies (for example, the spike in traf-
fic at about 150 seconds). The outbound cost is a little higher than
inbound because clients consume 4KBps and only produce 3KBps.

Figure 3(b) shows the minimum and maximum bandwidth used by
any server in each 500ms time period. As predicted, the static place-
ment policy results in very balanced load, with max and min load
differing by at most 20KBps at any given time. Of course, this just
means every sever is heavily loaded. Interestingly, the maximum
outbound bandwidth for the region-based policy is higher (some-
times much higher) than the load-balanced policy. We see later that
this is most likely due to an overestimate of subscription costs (see
Section 5.2.2).

Both the region-based and load balanced policies appear to incur
imbalanced load; the maximum inbound and outbound loads are
about 150KBps and 170KBps respectively, while the minimums
are substantially lower, both under 100KBps. Further, the minimum
usage for the load balanced policy spikes at many points in the sim-
ulation. We will see that the load for the load balanced policy is not
actually imbalanced below; this is only the case when examining
a small time slice — over time load balances out. In fact, this is
why we observe spikes in the minimum load: spikes occurs when
highly loaded servers offload clusters of objects to the lightly loaded
servers. The bimodal distribution of instantaneous load is, in fact,
a blessing rather than a curse. Because there are always one or two
lightly loaded servers (below the low water mark), while the others
are at “normal” load (between low and high water marks), there are
always candidate servers for offloading when bursts occur. We ob-
served that when all servers are allowed to go near or above high
capacity, their load never drops off again (this can be seen in the
static placement case). Hence, maintaining a set of lightly loaded
servers is important to the operation of our heuristics.

5.2.2 Aggregate Communication Cost

This metric demonstrates how well each strategy balances load over
time.

Table 4 shows bandwidth statistics aggregated over the duration of
the 15min trace. We see that over time, the load is fairly well bal-
anced in the load balanced case; for inbound bandwidth, the balance
is as good as the static case. However, the same can not be said for
the region-based policy; the instantaneous load imbalance seen in
Figure 3(b) is aggregated over time. This supports our hypothesis
that certain regions are always more popular than others, causing
higher load on the servers responsible for those regions. One might
consider whether we could maintain load balance by off-loading
responsibility for regions when a server becomes imbalanced (as
is done in Butterfly.net [5]). This is not guaranteed to reduce load
however; some servers are only assigned one very large region, so
they would have to partition the region to offload it. There will prob-
ably be many objects on one side of the partition interested in the
other, and visa versa.

Figure 4 shows the breakdown of aggregate bandwidth usage by
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Figure 3: (a) Average bandwidth usage over each 500ms period for each strategy; (b) Minimum and maxium bandwidth usage at any server
over each 500ms period for each strategy.

message type for the average and maximally loaded servers. Here
we see that the primary cost of the static strategy is from receiving
publications (which are routed at the rendezvous points and hence
counted as outbound routing bandwidth). We also see that the max-
imally loaded server with the region based policy incurs most of its
outbound cost from subscriptions; this is due to the fact that we do
not aggregate subscriptions over different objects in our simulation
and the result is magnified by the fact that objects in the same region
will have identical subscriptions. Hence the cost of subscriptions,
especially for the region-based case will be lower in a real imple-
mentation. One might wonder if some publications or subscriptions
are even necessary in the region-based case, since a server responsi-
ble for a region is guaranteed to have all the primary objects for that
region. From this breakdown we see this optimization would yield
minimal benefit since servers still receive more publications than
they send (implying that there are still many inter-region interests).

We also observe that the cost of migration only begins to impact
the region-based case. Because it occurs rarely compared to pub-
lications, it is not a significant factor in the total cost. In addition,
updates are very small and less frequent than publications, so their

impact is negilable. Finally, we note that in the static case, client
load is perfectly balanced, while in the load balanced case, the max-
imally loaded server differs from the average by approximately one
client, and in the region-based case, the maximally loaded server
differs from the average by approximately two clients.

Table 4 also compares bandwidth usage with an estimate of using a
single server to host all the players. In this case, the only bandwidth
costs are for client connections. 384KBps-in/512KBps-out is ob-
viously substantially more than we could provision at a single point
in our target environment (and with 128 players, the computational
cost is probably also prohibitive), though the global resource usage
by the distributed architecture is almost a factor of 3 more expen-
sive. However, note that we have assumed that in the distributed
case all objects naively publish their state every frame even if no
remote objects are interested in them. This design decision allows
new subscribers to receive publications without explicit knowledge
of the publisher and visa versa; this is important to maintain scala-
bility and fault tolerance in a decentralized distributed system. In
addition, in our rendezvous based publish subscribe system (an-
other design decision made for scalability), each publication and
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Inbound Bandwidth (KBps) Outbound Bandwidth (KBps)
avg stddev min max total avg stddev min max total

Static Placement 182 5 175 192 1819 195 4 188 201 1947
Region-based Placement 107 20 78 142 1074 120 29 75 171 1204
Load-balanced Placement 111 5 100 119 1109 124 10 104 138 1235
Single Server Placement 38 36 0 384 384 51 49 0 512 512

Table 4: Bandwidth statistics for each strategy aggregated over the entire 9000 second trace period. Single Server Placement estimates resource
usage if it was possible to place all 128 players on one of the 10 servers.
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Figure 4: Breakdown of bandwidth costs on average and for the maximally loaded server with each placement policy.

subscription is subject to at least one routing hop.4 Hence, manda-
tory costs of scalable distribution account for much of the over-
head. Finally, we note again that our estimates for publication and
subscription rates and sizes were very conservative and a tuned ap-
plication would likely do much better.

5.2.3 Migration Frequency

In a real life scenario, latency is likely to be as large a concern as
bandwidth usage (if not larger, for playability reasons). Because we
have not yet determined how disruptive an object migration would
be to participants in a game (though we believe various prediction
techniques can be used to mitigate the impact), we relatively score
the three placement strategies based on how often they migrate ob-
jects. However, we note that in a distributed architecture, migration
is not always a “bad” thing, since moving a primary closer to its
interests will ensure better update consistency.

Figure 5 shows how often an object of each class migrates over each
10 second time period. For example, the rate is about 0.5 for players
with the load balanced policy, so on average we would expect a
player to migrate once every 20 seconds. Items do not migrate in
the region-based policy because they cannot move, and missiles do
not migrate in the load balanced policy because they do not exist

4In the case of 10 or 100 servers, this is probably only one hop,
since pointers can be cached.

long enough for interests to become stable.

As expected, the migration rate is high for the region-based policy.
In particular, the rate of migration for missiles (more than once ev-
ery second on average) is troubling since they onlyexist for a few
seconds; if we were to actually employ this policy, we certainly
would need to special case missiles to prevent migration. Nonethe-
less, the migration rate for players in the region based case is still
almost 4 times as high as the load-balanced case and has higher
variance. Thus we are inclined to believe that our clustering heuris-
tics do in fact capture interests beyond those based solely on re-
gions.

However, a migration rate of once each 20 seconds is still rather
high for player objects since the migration of a player may be dis-
ruptive. We may explore the impact of providing quality of ser-
vice guarantees in the future (e.g. only migrate players when they
die, are not at “critical” points in the game, etc.). However, because
of the highly dynamic and transient nature of interests in our FPS
trace, it is unlikely that a lower migration rate could achieve as low
a load. In other game genres, interests are probably much more sta-
ble and our heuristics would be more applicable.

5.3 Discussion

We conclude that from the perspective of bandwidth consumption
and migration frequency, the load balanced policy does as well or
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Figure 5: Average migration rate over each 10 second time period
for each of the object classes.

better than the static and region-based ones, but there is much that
can be improved. If we run our heuristics at rate slower than once
a second, the benefits of optimization fall off rapidly (and degen-
erate to the static case if we only run them every 5 seconds). This
is primarily due to the fact that once the load on all the servers
grows above the low water mark, there are no candidate servers to
offload clusters to. After the load grows above the high water mark,
we can not even perform the clustering optimization due to fear of
overloading the target. We believe the solution to this problem is
to use dynamic water marks based on an estimated value of global
load instead of static ones; if global load is high, then each server
should be more willing to receive offloaded clusters and we should
be more aggressive about optimizing interests to reduce the number
of total replicas in the system. Due to the difficulty of approximat-
ing how a distributed global load estimator would function, we did
not include one in our simulation. However, the Mercury publish-
subscribe system has precisely such a mechanism, and we can use
it as a bootstrap.

In addition, since we must run the heuristics so often, its compu-
tational cost becomes a concern. In our untuned implementation,
we observed that the actual interest graph traversals are relatively
cheap (on the order of a couple milliseconds), but actually updating
interests for every primary object in the store takes about 150ms
for a store size of about 200 objects on a Pentium 4 2.4Ghz with
1024MB RAM. We estimate that a tuned implementation of the
store (using an auxiliary array for iteration instead of iterating over
an associative list) would yield a factor of 10 improvement. Fur-
thermore, if we incorporate game semantics, we can eliminate this
overhead all together since we can bucket objects by their BSP tree
nodes and use the precalculated PVS to determine interests. This
would tradeoff generality for performance.

Although we have evaluated two broad characteristics of three ob-
ject placement strategies for distributing a FPS game across mul-
tiple servers, we have so far ignored other properties such as fault
tolerance and cheating prevention.

An argument can be made that the load balanced strategy is able to

contain faults better than a region-based policy because a server is
only required for the continued operation of the object it maintains;
the other objects in the game can continue functioning fully even
if some servers fail. In a region-based scenario, a portion of the
game world can not be entered when a server fails and will remain
unavailable until either the responsible server recovers or another
server picks up the regions the failed server was responsible for.
In addition, in a region-based scenario, servers must all agree upon
who the owner of a particular region is. This either implies central-
ized management, state which is globally replicated and synchro-
nized, or use of a distributed location network like a distributed
hash table (such as was done in [16]). Each of these approaches
has disadvantages either in terms of scalability or routing delay.
Note that because of our assumption of a rendezvous based publish
subscribe system and state publications on every frame, we always
have an up-to-date partial replica backup at the rendezvous point.
Whether this backup would be sufficient as a fail-over depends on
game semantics.

6 Related Work

We modeled our problem as a graph cutting problem. Dahlhaus,
et al. [8] showed that this general problem is NP-Hard when we
have three or more clusters. Several approximation algorithms ex-
ist [8, 21, 14], but our problem is much more complex since: (1)
each node must decide where to place objects with only local (in-
complete) knowledge, otherwise our system can not scale, (2) ob-
ject interests change quickly and (3) we must deal with the com-
plexities of heterogeneous systems.

The Sprite operating system [9] migrated processes to offload work
to idle machines. Migration is much cheaper in our system due to
smaller object size and there is a higher degree of dynamic interac-
tion between objects, so we can afford to perform migration much
more frequently. Emerald [15] implements mobility primitives for
migrating fine-grained objects. Although most migration decisions
are made by the programmer in Emerald, we leverage their object
design in our system.

Abacus [1] automatically migrates objects between server and
client machines by monitering their black-box operation. Although
we leverage some statistics collection mechanisms, our environ-
ment is much less structured. In addition, Abacus focuses on max-
imizing application performance, while our main goal is to reduce
communication cost (with constraints on acceptable performance).

The High Level Architecture (HLA) is a specification for a common
technical architecture for modeling and simulation. The HLA uses
a publish-subscribe model, and object updates are performed at the
data distribution management (DDM) layer by using a broadcast-
based scheme [3]. Although some research has been done to limit
publication and subscription cost [23, 3, 17], to our knowledge no
work has been done in migrating objects in HLA.

Many multiplayer games use a centralized server to manage game
state and updates, where all of the objects in the system are located
at the server, and replicated to the players in the game. In order to
reduce the number of updates sent over the network, area of interest
filtering is done at the server [22]. Games such as Quake [19] and
CounterStrike [6] behave in this manner.

Another strategy used in multiplayer games is parallel simulation.
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Each player in the game simulates the entire game world, and thus,
each object is replicated at every node. Parallel simulation has ad-
vantages for cheating detection and prevention, though object up-
dates must be multicast to all participating players and they must
move in lock-step. Microsoft’s Age of Empires [2] is a canonical
example of a multiplayer game employing parallel simulation.

Finally, games can have their state fully distributed among players.
miMaze [12] was the one of the first fully distributed multiplayer
games, and it had each player compute it’s own local view of the
global game state based on the updates it received from other play-
ers in the system. However, there was no notion of authority or
ownership of objects in the system. Knutsson, et al. [16] proposed
distributing a MMORPG among players using a distributed hash
table, but their evaluation focused on fault tolerance.

Companies such as Butterfly.net [5], TerraZona [24] and Global
Gaming [13] are developing middleware to make MMOG devel-
opment simpler. Butterfly.net is implemented on a Grid cluster, and
uses a replica migration model similar to our region-based migra-
tion policy. TerraZona provides software infrastructure for game
developers but also partitions the world by region. Global Gam-
ing distributes game state among the players in a game. Our target
environment is neither a central cluster or pure peer-to-peer; we uti-
lize a community of decentralized servers, which have much tighter
constraints on communication.

7 Summary

We have presented two optimization heuristics for placing ob-
jects in distributed multiplayer games based oninterestmanage-
ment: clustering and load shedding. We showed that these heuris-
tics achieve relatively low communication cost, load balance, and
a lower migration frequency than other placement strategies. In ad-
dition, we evaluated several intrinsic properties of the play-out of
a real FPS game and showed that interests are highly dynamic and
transient. Hence, we believe that our heuristics would perform even
better on games with more stable object interests.

One important characteristic that we believe should be evaluated
in the future is how migrations impact perceived performance in a
game. Our heuristics hinge on the ability to aggressively optimize
placement in highly dynamic environments, so it would be useful
to know what constraints must be placed on migration in order to
achieve acceptable client performance.

Regardless, we have demonstrated that interest management is a
useful method for inferring relationships between objects in multi-
player games, and believe it can be useful in other contexts as well.
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